Bruce Archibald –

Jamie Baxter –

- (with Albert Yoon) “No Lawyer for a Hundred Miles? Mapping the New Geography of Access of Justice in Canada” (2014) 52 Osgoode Hall L.J. 9 R


Vaughan Black –

- (with Peter Sankoff, & Katie Sykes, eds.) Canadian Perspectives on Animals and the Law, (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2015).

Kim Brooks –


Aldo Chircop –

Articles & chapters in books


Stephen Coughlan –

Books

- (with Don Stuart, Learning Canadian Criminal Law (13th ed.) (Toronto: Carswell, 2015)


Articles

- “Harasemow: Infringing Bodily Integrity Incident to Arrest” (2015) 16 CR (7th) 48


Case comments

Elaine Craig –

Articles:

- “Personal Stare Decisis and the Decision in Mabior” (2015) 53:1 Alberta Law Review

Reviews:


Robert Currie –

- (with Hugh M. Kindred and Phillip M. Saunders general eds.,) International Law: Chiefly As Interpreted and Applied in Canada, 8th ed. (Toronto: Emond Montgomery, 2014), co-editor and author
- (with Neil Boister, eds.,) Routledge Handbook of Transnational Criminal Law (Routledge, 2014), co-editor
- (with Steve Coughlan, Hugh M. Kindred & Teresa Scassa), Law Beyond Borders: Extraterritorial Jurisdiction in a Globalized World (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2014)
• (with Bill Lahey & Lorraine Lafferty) “Interprofessional Health Care Policy and Regulation” in Sue Coffey & Charles Anyinam, eds, Interprofessional Health Care Practice (Toronto: Pearson, 2015 [published October 2014])

• Annotation: Wakeling v. United States of America (2015), 15 C.R. (7th) 1 (SCC)

Michael Deturbide –

• “Is there a reasonable protection of privacy on social media?” (2014) Proceedings of the Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice Conference “Privacy in the Age of Information”

Richard Devlin, University Research Professor –

• “Teaching ‘Professionalism in the Public Interest’: Law as a Case Study” in Irene Wienzock ed, Educating Professionals – Ethics and Judgement in a Changing Learning Environment (Toronto: Canadian Professional Accountants Association, 2014) [with J. Downie].


Meinhard Doelle –


• (with Rebecca Critchley) "The Role of Strategic Environmental Assessments in Improving the Governance of Emerging New Industries: A Case Study of Wind Developments in Nova Scotia” (2015) 11:1 JSDL. R

• (with Bill Lahey) “A New Regulatory Framework for Low-Impact/High-Value Aquaculture in Nova Scotia” (Report to the Nova Scotia Minister of Fisheries and Agriculture, December, 2014)

• (co-author) “The Role of the UNFCCC Regime in Ensuring Effective Adaptation in Developing Countries: Lessons from Bangladesh” (2014) 4 Climate Law 327 R

• Canadian EA Chapter in Daniel R. Mandelker, et al, NEPA Law and Litigation, (Thomson Reuters: Danvers, MA, 2014)


• Book Review: "International Law in the Era of Climate Change" Rosemary Rayfuse, Shirley Scott (2014) 4 Climate Law 169

Jocelyn Downie –

Special Issues of Journals

• (with Françoise Baylis eds.,) Transnational Reproductive Travel (2014) 7:2, International Journal of Feminist Approaches to Bioethics 1-9. R

Chapters in Books


Peer-Reviewed Articles


Non-Peer-Reviewed Articles

• “After Carter v. Canada” National Magazine February 24, 2015


• “‘Speak up, we can’t hear you’: A commentary on ‘End of Life in Canada’” (2014) 14:10 Healthcare Papers 21-26.


• (with Georgia Lloyd-Smith), “Assisted dying for individuals with dementia: Challenges for translating ethical positions into law” in Michael Cholbi and Jukka Varelius, eds.,

Joanna Erdman, MacBain Chair in Health Law and Policy -

• “Procedural Abortion Rights: Ireland and The European Court of Human Rights,” (2014) 22(44) Reproductive Health Matters 22--30 R


Elaine Gibson –


Diana Ginn –

• [co-authored with James Barry] “Reading Hutterian Brethren v. Alberta in a larger constitutional law context” 43 Advocates Quarterly 306

• Four updates to the Nova Scotia Real Property Manual, published by Lexisnexus

**Michael Hadskis –**


**Archie Kaiser –**

• “*Hart*: More Positive Steps Needed To Rein In Mr. Big Undercover Operations”, (2014) 12 C.R. (7th), 304-323

• “*Mack*: Mr. Big Receives an Undeserved Reprieve, Recommended Jury Instructions Are Too Weak”, (2014) 13 C.R. (7th), 251-269

**William Lahey –**


**Jennifer Llewellyn, Viscount Bennett Professor of Law –**


**Geoffrey Loomer** –


**Constance MacIntosh** –

**Reports**


• (with Elaine Gibson, Leah Hutt and Sheila Wildeman), *Report as to Proposed Pilot Project on the Electronic Monitoring of Forensic Mental Health Patients* (For the Nova Scotia Department of Health and Wellness. September 12, 2014)

**Book Chapters**


Wayne MacKay, Yogis & Keddy Chair in Human Rights Law –

- “Law as an Ally or Enemy in the War on Cyberbullying: Exploring the Contested Terrain of Privacy and Other Legal Concepts in the Age of Technology and Social Media” (2015) 66 UNB LJ 3 (Rand Lecture).

Jonathan Penney –


Leonard Rotman, Purdy Crawford Chair in Business Law –

Chapters


Articles


Conference Papers

Phillip Saunders –

  “Canada” in Case Studies on National Legislation Relevant to Deep-Sea Mining; in: MRAG, Study to investigate state of knowledge of deep sea mining, European Commission, DG Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (2014)

Rollie Thompson –

- “Burdens, Presumptions and Best Interests in Relocation” (2015), 53 Fam.Ct.Rev. 40
- “Ideas of Spousal Support Entitlement” (2015), 34 Can.Fam.L.Q. 1
  (with Carol Rogerson) “SSAG Update: 2010- 2015; New Cases and Developments”
  (March 2015)

David VanderZwaag, Canada Research Chair (Tier 1) in Ocean Law and Governance -


• “Arctic” (2014) 24 YB Intl Envtl L 300.


Sheila Wildeman –

Government Reports


Updating NSBS Self-Study Materials

Faye Woodman –